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Chance to ex p l o re
life outside the
classroom with
a trip to the zoo

YOUR EDUCATION NEWS

You ain’t seen nothing like the mighty Quins!

CURIOUS young minds got
to explore outside of the
classroom with a trip to the
zoo.

Year 2 pupils at
Freshwaters Primary
Academy, in Harlow, have
been studying the book
Meerkat Mail by Emily
Gravett, looking at the
vocabulary used, the
continent Kalahari Desert is
in and the animals they
might find there.

As part of their studies, the
56 pupils took a trip to
Paradise Wildlife Park, in
Hertfordshire, and saw white
tigers, white snow leopards,
lions, jaguars, reptiles,
monkeys, lemas and
penguins.

They also took part in an
educational talk about
dinosaurs, learning about
why they became extinct and

all about fossils.
Rebecca Freire-Norman,

assistant head teacher, said:
“One pupil, Oscar, helped
the educational teacher to
teach his class about
dinosaurs as he had so much
knowledge.

“Another pupil, Stanley, is
the only child to date at the
centre to recognise one fossil
as an animal’s tooth.

“The children and staff
thoroughly enjoyed the trip.
From the moment we told
the children about the trip,

they were incredibly excited.
“It is so important for

children to explore and
experience the world beyond
their classroom.

“It is an essential part to
their learning and
development and helps
children to engage in
different ways and link what
they have learnt to the world
around them.

“So many learning
opportunities have arisen
from this trip – before and
after.

“The children are even
more engaged with their
learning because they are
linking and building on their
experiences of the day.”

The pupils will now study
the Kalahari Desert and its
climate, which will result in
them writing an information
text about the desert.

Jerounds Primary
School had a visit
from Harlequins
rugby club

As part of their studies, the 56 pupils took a trip to Paradise Wildlife Park

ONE of the sport’s most
prestigious professional
rugby clubs – Harlequins –
visited Jerounds Primary
School for a ‘Megafest’ day
of rugby.

More than 180 pupils were
introduced to Harlequins’
community programme that
promotes high-quality rugby
provision for all children.

This inclusive scheme of
work is tailored to each
school’s requirements and
offers a variety of school-
based outcomes – including
team building,
communication, agility and
leadership.

As Years 4, 5 and 6
received top quality
community rugby coaching,
on a glorious Wednesday
morning and afternoon, they
embraced the Quins’ values -
tempo, ruthlessness,
unpredictability and
enjoyment.

The afternoon session
concluded in Jerounds’ very
own Six Nations tag rugby
competition involving six in-
house teams from Years 4-6.

Jerounds’ sports captains
could hardly contain their

excitement as they were
presented with a signed shirt
from this year’s Quins’ team
– many of whom are
currently on international

duty for England in South
Africa – by the club’s
school’s co-ordinator:

Pupil advocates and house
captains led English,

Scottish, Irish, Welsh, French
and Italian teams onto the
two pitches at Jerounds
Primary to rapturous
applause.

After many exhilarating
and closely-fought matches,
Scotland were eventually
crowned as the tournaments’
victors.

Scotland’s captain
exclaimed after the match: “I
will definitely be taking up
rugby next year at secondary
school.”
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Primary school pupils experience life
on the French side of the Channel

YOUR EDUCATION NEWS

Teenagers e n j oy
trip to the land
of fire and i ce
A ONCE-in-a-lifetime trip
saw teenagers experience the
Blue Lagoon and a walk over
a volcano.

Year 10 and 11 students
from Burnt Mill Academy,
were given the
opportunity to take
the experiential
trip as part of
their geography
and science GCSE
courses.

The 23 students
visited the tourist
hotspots which
included climbing the fourth
biggest glacier in Europe.

They also went to several
waterfalls and explored
the natural physical
geography Iceland has to

offer, as well as learning
about different cultures.

Kayleigh Trainor, head of
humanities, said: “The trip
really brought learning to

life, using Iceland as a
case study for

geography and
looking at the
geothermal link to
science.

“This is the first
time we have

taken students to
Iceland and it was a

really good experience
for them.

“It was a real eye-opener
to what is out there and gave
them a taste for travel and a
flavour for exploring more
cultures.”

A GROUP of 100 Year 5 and 6
pupils and 20 staff from
BMAT primary schools
Cooks Spinney, Freshwaters,
Little Parndon and Roydon
each spent a day in
Boulogne-sur-Mer.

After a 4.30am start, the
group visited the old town
where they bought
croissants, had lunch on the
beach and visited Nausicaa
aquarium where they saw
the new shark tanks.

It was the first time the
BMAT group of primary
schools had organised a
combined trip taking young
pupils overseas.

The trust has employed a
team of subject directors to
work across its primary and
secondary schools to ensure
children of all ages and
backgrounds have access to
experiences and
opportunities to become
experts in all subjects.

Flora Christofi, BMAT
director of languages, said:
“The trip enabled children to
experience language learning
in an authentic
environment.”

Children were able to give
communicating in France a
go during a shopping trip to
a supermarket to buy gifts.

Stuart Pope, executive
head for Cooks Spinney and

Roydon, said: “It was the first
time many of the children
had been abroad and for
most of them the first time
on a ferry.

“The children were
fantastic and really made us
proud. They were
impeccable on the ferry and
very calm and respectful in
the village.

“We enjoyed walking
around the village and taking
in some French culture
before heading to the beach
in Boulogne-sur-mer for
lunch.

“This gave everyone some
free time to enjoy the
weather and chill out on the
sand. We then went into the
Nausicaa aquarium and saw
some amazing sea life,
including sharks and sea
lions.

“And the children thought
the Cayman crocodiles were
pretty cool, too.

“The children brought
back lots of memories and
stories to share. It was great
for them to experience a
different country, different
culture, using different
currency and to learn new
language and understand a
different way of life.

“It was a great experience
and something we will
definitely be doing again.”

Teenagers experienced the Blue Lagoon and a walk over a volcano

The primary schools enjoy the BMAT group’s first combined trip abroad
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